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Abstract 

 In this paper an attempt has been made to monitor the health condition of the Aluminium sample by a 

technique called “Thermo graphic Inspection”.  Whenever there is any fault / abnormality in the sample while in 

service it will reflect as temperature rise on the surface called hot spots. 

The thermo graphic technique which is based on infrared radiation will detect the local hot spots 

instantaneously and without any contact. This technique is used for the condition monitoring of the Aluminium 

samples indicating defects/ faults exists. This parameter of rise in temperature on the body is used to prevent 

major mishaps, loss of production etc. in this paper we have explained the experimental results that we have 

obtained during our research that relates the hot spots with the composition of the Aluminium samples for 

characterization.    
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1.  Introduction 
 

Non-destructive techniques [1] have been used almost exclusively for detection of 

macroscopic defects in existing structures. It is practical and cost effective to expand the role 

of non-destructive evaluation and can be included in all phases of material production. 

“Thermographic Inspection”[2] is an important tool for condition monitoring [3] of material, 

by which defects can be assessed on line. Thermography has been used as a non destructive 

method, in real time and noncontact technique to observe physical damage and fatigue on 

metallic specimens [4] and widely used in testing of metal structures [5]. One of the important 

parameter for the health assessment of the material is the temperature monitoring. The 

abnormal temperature rise in material is often the result of composition and internal structure 

of the material. This abnormal temperature rise will be reflected on the surface called as hot 

spots. The thermography testing which is based on the Infrared radiations will detect the local 

hot spots instantaneously without any contact. By using this technique we have observed that, 

by locating the hot spots and recording the temperature in different metal samples, it is 

possible to identify the various elements present in the Metal sample under test. 

 

 

2.  Theory of Thermographic Inspection 

 
The Thermovision monitoring is a latest technique to monitor healthiness of Aluminum 

samples. This monitoring gives pictorial view of the components focused by camera and all 

the interested points can be scanned for any temperature rise. All pictures can be stored for 

future reference with color representation of temperature profile on Thermogram. This 

monitoring is a process of generating a Thermogram by using an infrared imaging system. 

This is designed to produce temperature information and generates as a Thermal pattern of the 

objective with color separation to measure temperature at various locations.    

 The basic principle of the Thermographic Inspection is to make the use of monitoring 

system to study the infra-red spectra band. These radiations dependent on the absolute 

temperature of body. Thermography makes use of this. The radiations are collected from the 



body by Infra-red sensitive lens and the inbuilt microprocessor converts this data into useful 

thermogram. 

 

 
2.1 Experimental Methodology   

 

The Aluminium samples are collected for the investigation to be carried out. These samples 

are heated for specific amount of time and the thermal image of the samples has been 

recorded. The inspection has been carried out by the Variocam Thermal camera as shown in 

fig. 1 which works on the principle of infra-red absorption. The camera which is sensitive to 

infrared spectrum absorbs the radiation emitted by the test object and sends the signals to the 

processing unit. In the processing the unit the signals are processed and the results are 

displayed in the pictorial form and the hot spots are displayed in the as pink spots. The images 

of hot spots are stored for further analysis and later transferred to a computer for analysis and 

colour printouts as shown in fig. 2  

 

 

              
                                                                   

                                    Fig.  1   Variocam Thermal Camera 

 

2.2 Attenuation Measurement 

 

For ultrasonic measurement, in order to determine Attenuation in aluminium samples a pair of 

MODSONIC MM4SN 10φ.4MHz has been used as a transmitting and receiving transducer. 

Attenuation coefficient α, is calculated in accordance to equation 

                                                  

                                             α = (20/w) log (Vi/Vo)         ------------------------      (1) 

                                    

                                  Where, 

                                              Vi is the input Voltage in Volts 

                                              Vo is the output Voltage in Volts 

                                     W is the thickness of the sample in mm 

 



3  RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS:-  

The Thermal images which is recorded by variocam are shown in the fig.2 

 
 

                                                         (a) 

 

 
 

                                                        (b) 

                   

               Fig.2 Thermal images of the Aluminium samples (a) Sample 1 (b) Sample 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The composition of the two aluminum samples are shown in the table 

 

Table 1. Compositions of Aluminium samples 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this research work, we have performed the experiment on ten aluminium samples and data 

of two samples are given here. From the thermographic images and the composition table the 

following observations are made 

 

1. The thermal image indicate that  both the sample shows the maximum temperature 

around the same value but the thermal image shows that in the first sample maximum 

part  gets heated  as compared to other sample . 

2. Hot spots are clearly viewed in thermographic images of both the samples but the first 

sample got more red as compared to second one,  even though both are heated for 

same span of time. It clearly indicates that the first sample bears different material 

compositions as compared to the second one.  

3. From composition table it is observed that in first sample percentage of silicon is less 

while in other samples percentage of silicon is large. High percentage of Silicon 

indicates that the sample is heat treatable. Hence second sample resist the heat and 

therefore less reddish as compared to first. 

 

4. It is observed that in sample one the percentage of Aluminium is large as compared to 

the other sample. It is also observed that in first sample large numbers of elements are 

present which may contributes for the heat conduction and hence these elements 

spread heat in all the parts of the sample under test.  

 

 

Further to get more better results additional parameters is studied by obtaining the attenuation 

coefficient. To obtain this attenuation coefficient we have used ultrasonic through 

transmission techniques and passed ultrasonic signals through samples under test. Depending 

Image No. 10516025 Image No.10516028 

   

elements   

%    

elements   

% 

Fe 1.19 Fe 0.87 

 Mn 0.193  Mn 0.073 

Ni 0.015 Ni -- 

Ti 0.021 Ti -- 

Si 0.60 Si 9.64 

Cu 0.04 Cu 0.2 

Mg 0.0057 Mg 0.23 

Zn 0.501 Zn 0.19 

Pb 0.090 Pb 0.094 

Sn 0.015 Sn -- 

V 0.008 V -- 

Al 96.86 Al 88.64 



on the properties of the material ultrasonic signal get attenuated. For both the samples the 

attenuation coefficient of ultrasonic waves are given in table 2. 

 

Table. 2   The Attenuation coefficient in the Aluminium samples 

 

Attenuation coefficient 

(α)dB/mm 

Image No. 

10516025 

Image No. 

10516028 

before heating 0.381538 
0.331155 

 

after heating 
0.501375 

 

0.181951 

 

 

 

From the coefficient of attenuation it is observed that attenuation in first sample is large while 

less in second sample before heating. After heating the attenuation in first sample increases 

while decreases in second sample. In first sample attenuation is large due to number of 

elements present before heating. But when heated and heat spread in all parts of the sample  

and hence there is a possibility that whole internal structure changes due to which attenuation 

increases while in other sample only small parts gets heated and their small change in internal 

structure may be due to this there may be decrease in attenuation . 

 

              It is concluded that thermography offers the possibility of a non destructive test to 

observe the physical process of sample degradation, dependent of composition and to identify 

characteristics of Aluminium samples.  By carrying a rigorous research the thermography 

technique may be utilized for evaluation of characteristics of aluminium metals. 
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